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(Channeling begins) 
 

 
 
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
This is a very important milestone in terms of the Mayan calendar as we have Venus entering 
Pisces on Friday the 13th, a very interesting timing and very interesting effects.  
 
The Venus energy of the feminine power is very significant here. We have also then Pisces which is 
also very watery and also very psychic opening. So I am going to say women’s intuition will be 
pretty on target. Men with strong intuitive powers, also very on target.  
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The healing aspects, kind of the softer more nurturing kind of Self is more likely to create self-
healing so there is quite a lot of kind of Motherly but also very intuitive energy available.  
 
My caution with some of the other positions of Planets and other cosmic influences, basically, would 
be stay centered and grounded, focus on self-love, focus on improving your relationships of all 
kinds, and while you want to be putting energy into your focus for the year, maybe, prosperity and 
what not, you also want to keep the thinking rather grounded.  
 
You can be grand, just not grandiose. In other words not kind of so much so that you think maybe 
it’s best to gamble every penny you have and take a big risk, that sort of thing.  
 
So watch out for thinking too far astray. Just keep double checking and making sure it is a very 
grounded and sound decision before you move on it.  
 
So Venus in Pisces evokes feminine psychic powers and also very strong healing and intuitive 
energies. I hope you enjoy the time period very much.  
 
As always, thank you and my love to you,  
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
 
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet) 
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